USS DON JOHNSON, NCC-61701
SD 104109.28
Survivor - Benning, Part V


SUMMARY: 10410.28  Survivor - Benning:  The eye of the storm. The crew of the Don Johnson think have found a safe haven, to await rescue, unfortunately it isn't where they are now. The approach of another tropical storm, with high winds pushing a 6-meter storm surge, driving rain, and intense lightning, threaten to extend their communication difficulties, and thereby their stay.

Host Loren says:
          {{{{{RESUME}}}}}}

MO Lea says:
::Ducks her head down as she reenters the cave, a lumpy bag slung over her shoulders::

CO Adrel says:
::gets up and approaches the cave's entrance:: ALL: The TAC officer should be back soon with news on if the other cave is suitable.

CSO Sea says:
CO: My tricorder indicates that High Tide is approximately 9 hours away , however, the storm front is 1 to 2 hrs away, which will increase the sea level, I suggest we move now for higher ground

FCO Arca says:
::uses the cave wall for help to stand:: MO: How long before I can really walk on it?

CSO Sea says:
::picks up CTO's eyepiece and fastens it in place::

CO Adrel says:
CSO: Understood. I'll give the scout a few more minutes because I don't want us to venture out there without knowing where we are heading. He should be back soon considering he left quite a while ago.

OPS Pino says:
::Sitting on the ground of the cave near the FCO and MO.::

CSO Sea says:
CO: Aye, I speculate that our cave will flood

MO Lea says:
::Shifts her bag from right shoulder to left and gives his leg a quick, assessing glance:: FCO: You should be able to place in the 50 sprint by tomorrow. It's healed very nicely.

CSO Sea says:
::adjusts HUD display on eyepiece to his liking, slings CTO's rifle over his shoulder::

FCO Arca says:
::hands OPS a phaser:: OPS I didn't remember you on the hopper but a lot was going on at the time

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  The CSO is suddenly aware that his beloved is not around.

CSO Sea says:
::scanning spectrum for cloaked figures::

OPS Pino says:
::Looks at the FCO.:: FCO: Yeah, I try to stay inconspicuous.

FCO Arca says:
MO: Thanks hopefully we'll be back on the DJ by then

CSO Sea says:
::attempts to track CTO::

MO Lea says:
::Pulls a piece of fruit from her bag and offers the purple, pear-shaped fruit to the FCO and OPS:: FCO/OPS: Here, try some. It's really pretty good.

FCO Arca says:
::laughs and takes some fruit from the MO:: MO: Thank Lea

OPS Pino says:
::Takes the phaser and some of the preferred fruit.:: FCO/OPS:  I'll get to work purifying some of the water.

FCO Arca says:
::takes a bite:: MO: This is really good

CO Adrel says:
<Sgt Moore>::enters the cave and takes a few seconds to catch his breath::

CO Adrel says:
::sees the Sgt and approaches to hear the news::

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  CSO can find no evidence of the CTO, she's just gone.

FCO Arca says:
::remembers that the CO wants him and OPS to get the water:: ALL: Any one have any containers for water?

CSO Sea says:
~~~::stretches out with his psionics:~~~

CO Adrel says:
<Sgt Moore>ALL: The cave is not that far away. It is suitable for our needs. However, I found humanoid remains. It looked like a campsite that hasn't been used for decades

MO Lea says:
FCO: I have a bunch of plastic bags in my duffle.

CSO Sea says:
CO: The CTO is unaccounted for

CO Adrel says:
Sgt: Thanks Sg... ::hears the CSO::


FCO Arca says:
::leaps over to Lea:: MO: Thanks ::takes the bags::

CO Adrel says:
CSO: What? You can't sense her?

OPS Pino says:
MO: Create antique IV bags?

FCO Arca says:
::hears the CO and CSO talk about someone missing:: CO: Who is missing sir?

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  Sgt. Moore is also aware that two of his men are also missing.

CSO Sea says:
CO: No she seems to be missing, I cannot detect her on the psionic plane nor through conventional tracking

CO Adrel says:
<Sgt Moore>ALL: Wait.... ::looks around:: Two of my men are also missing!

OPS Pino says:
::Grabs a few of the purification tablets she had stowed away.:: MO: Doctor, how much water can I safely purify with these at the minimum levels?

FCO Arca says:
::looks at the sgt then use his telepathic powers::

CO Adrel says:
ALL: Stop what you are doing, everyone. When is the last time we've seen the CTO and the Sgt's men?

MO Lea says:
::Closes her eyes a moment, clicking the numbers through her brain:: OPS: If you can divide the tablets in thirds, one third will be sufficient for each bag full of water.

CSO Sea says:
CO: I believe they went looking for the cave

FCO Arca says:
CO: They were with the CSO 15-30 minutes ago

OPS Pino says:
::Nods to the MO in gratitude for her wisdom and sits down to divide the first tablet for the first 3 bags of fluid water.::

CSO Sea says:
FCO: I disagree they went looking to scout the cave

CO Adrel says:
CSO: But the Sgt just came back from the cave

CO Adrel says:
::turns to the Sgt::

CSO Sea says:
CO: We should look for signs of a struggle

CSO Sea says:
::flips open tricorder and scans the SGT for alien lifesigns::

OPS Pino says:
::Searches her mind for memory of the persons missing.:: CO: Captain, my last recollection of them is shortly after we arrived here.

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  A strong gust of wind blows into the cave, indicating the storm is getting close.

CO Adrel says:
<Sgt Moore>CSO: You are accusing me? We were all together when we came back but we were split up a few meters before here... about 50 meters.

CSO Sea says:
SGT: Stand still

FCO Arca says:
::walks out of the cave and looks at the sky::

CO Adrel says:
<Sgt>::stands still... can't wait for this to be over::

CO Adrel says:
*CTO*: Cmdr Sea? ::hopes the comms are still working::

CSO Sea says:
~~~::mentally prods SGT for alien thought patterns::~~`

Host Loren says:
ACTION: The CO's com badge comes back with static

MO Lea says:
::Watches the others scramble in search of the missing crew....takes a bite from her purple pear and heads out of the cave::

CSO Sea says:
CO: We will have to move perhaps we should split into one search team and one team to move to the cave

CSO Sea says:
::scans for CTO's Comm badge via feedback loop::

CO Adrel says:
::sighs:: CSO: Yes I agree. Anyway, we can't stay here.

FCO Arca says:
CO: Another storm is coming back it will interfere with communication like it did last time

FCO Arca says:
CO: We have two opinions stay here and look for them or move on to the next cave?

MO Lea says:
::Looks out at the massive storm-system, indomitably rolling toward them::

CO Adrel says:
CSO: The question is it too dangerous to send a search party in this weather?

CO Adrel says:
::nods at the FCO::

FCO Arca says:
::moves back into the cave and looks at the CO for an answer::

CSO Sea says:
CO: I will monitor the storms progress and attempt to return to the 2nd cave before it hits

CSO Sea says:
CO: I suggest one person in the cave team be telepathic so we can communicate and avoid weather interference

MO Lea says:
::Turns in the entrance:: CO: I'd like to accompany Commander Sea, in case the missing have been injured.

CO Adrel says:
CSO: Okay. But as soon as the storm is too near, you come back. I don't want to lose more men. I know your wife is there, Cmdr, but remember also that she is highly trained and with two very good officers. She'll be able to survive while the weather clears if we can't find her before.

FCO Arca says:
CO: If the CSO is staying behind may I recommend that his not stay alone since we don't know what happen

OPS Pino says:
All: That storm is growing stronger continued safety of ourselves is crucial.

CSO Sea says:
CO: I would like the MO accompany for her skills

CO Adrel says:
ALL: Sgt Moore, CSO, MO, you go find the missing. The rest, you are with me, we are going to the cave and setting up camp for when they come back.

CO Adrel says:
ALL: Questions?

MO Lea says:
::Waits for the CO's response, a little surprises that for the first time since she's joined this crew, she and the CSO are in agreement on something::

CSO Sea says:
::affixes eyepiece::

FCO Arca says:
::shakes his head and waits for the CO to lead the way::

CSO Sea says:
MO: Please bring a phaser, lets move out

CO Adrel says:
FCO/OPS: Let's grab everything we can and head out,

MO Lea says:
::Walks to the back of the cave where her duffle bag of supplies is hanging from a rock outcropping, safely above water. Removes one of her phasers and her tricorder, slings the supplies over her shoulder and joins the CSO::

OPS Pino says:
::Nods to the CO in understanding and picks up the purified water bags and places them securely in one of the med kits.::

FCO Arca says:
::fills his pack with the water and takes out two bags and hands it to the CSO and MO::

CSO Sea says:
FCO: Thank you

FCO Arca says:
CSO/MO: Just in case you need it

MO Lea says:
::Smiles oddly:: FCO: Thanks.  

FCO Arca says:
CSO: You’re welcome sir

CSO Sea says:
::move out trying to track the CTO manually without equipment using disturbed blades of grass and broken branches::

FCO Arca says:
MO: Anytime just come back in one piece

CO Adrel says:
::grabs her bag and picks the fruit that were put on the ground::

FCO Arca says:
::puts on his pack and heads out with the rest::

CO Adrel says:
OPS/FCO: Talk about one weird training... surely didn't go as planned, eh?

CSO Sea says:
::circular search pattern around the waterfall::

FCO Arca says:
CO: Don't remind me

FCO Arca says:
CO: Remind me to find out my the armor didn't hold up

CO Adrel says:
::looks around to see if they are forgetting something::


CSO Sea says:
@MO: Please scan for distortions in the local area, rain may give away cloaked beings due to silhouettes and movement

MO Lea says:
@::Follows a few paces behind John Sea, keeping an alert telepathic aura about her while keeping track of things digitally by constant tricorder scans::

OPS Pino says:
::Realizes that the container she placed the water bags is not a med kit, but an emptied phaser box.::

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  Rain starts to fall

CO Adrel says:
FCO: Aye. I know it's tough to accept you crashed, Ens. But use it to learn from your experiences and failures. We are still alive, that's what counts. And I'm sure Benning can do without one hopper.

CSO Sea says:
::sniffs the air for odors, scans for motion::

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  The CSO detects residual thermal imprints on the ground, leading away from the cave.

FCO Arca says:
CO: Aye sir

MO Lea says:
@CSO: Aye sir.  ::Recalibrates the tricorder for distortions, falling back just a bit to listen carefully as she goes::

CO Adrel says:
OPS/FCO: Ready to head for the other cave? ::approaches the exit:: It's raining already.

CSO Sea says:
@::measures residual imprints for heat differentiation in order to measure time lapse::

FCO Arca says:
::Nods and follows her out of the cave::

FCO Arca says:
::use is telepathy and scan for anything as they go::

CSO Sea says:
@MO: I am detecting residual thermal patterns and tracks::

CO Adrel says:
::asks the Major, who now has the tricorder to lead the way while doing his job of protecting her::

MO Lea says:
@CSO: How old?   ::Tries to ignore the water pelting her face...Really never liked being wet::


CSO Sea says:
@MO: Attempting to analyze

FCO Arca says:
::my left foot sinks or slips with each step I take::

CSO Sea says:
@MO: By measuring the depressions of the footsteps I should be able to determine weight

CSO Sea says:
@::scanning depression of footsteps::

MO Lea says:
@::"Juggles" her phaser and tricorder, keeping the tricorder in her left, phaser in her right, and using that to tap the controls:: Self: Hmm...

CSO Sea says:
@MO: Weight of one track is 230 to 250 pounds, all of them

OPS Pino says:
CO: We need to move fast ma'am.  Conditions are worsening.  ::Points out the tighter circular shapes of the cloud bands.::

MO Lea says:
@CSO: We may not be able to determine the age of the tracks by heat due to the insulating effects of the wet weather. It would probably interfere.

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  The rain continues to get heavier, the wind is starting to make walking difficult

FCO Arca says:
::looks to where Pino is pointing::

CSO Sea says:
@::measuring heat:: MO: tracks are side by side indicting possible military formation

FCO Arca says:
::its getting hard for me to walk with this bad leg:: Major: How much longer?

MO Lea says:
::Clenches her teeth and sets her feet more carefully against the twisting rains::

CSO Sea says:
@::scanning for rain silhouette motion on cloaked beings::

CO Adrel says:
OPS: Indeed.   ALL: Let's run for it, we should be there soon!

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  The team making for the cave has some difficulty as the rain is making the soil slippery, still they make good progress and are nearing the higher cave

CO Adrel says:
::tries to run but it's difficult as the visibility is getting blurrier and the soil is slippery::

CSO Sea says:
@~~~FCO: Search team report, tracks detected side by side, approximate 230-250pds, suggesting male humanoid military formation, no sign of weapons fire~~~

FCO Arca says:
CO: I don't think I can run to far

FCO Arca says:
ALL: Wait I'm getting something

CSO Sea says:
@MO: How are you doing? ::following the tracks::

CO Adrel says:
FCO: Aye,    ALL: Stop.

CO Adrel says:
::waits for the FCO to speak up::

MO Lea says:
@::Smiles somewhat:: CSO: Great. I hate jungles.   ::Shakes some water out of her eyes and forges ahead::

FCO Arca says:
ALL: Its John his saying that they found some tracks

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  CO's team reaches the cave entrance.

FCO Arca says:
ALL: Male from what he can tell and looks like a military formation of some kind yet no weapons fire

OPS Pino says:
::Braces herself against the wind and the whipping rain and pushes on.::

FCO Arca says:
ALL; That’s it

CSO Sea says:
@::scanning for motion, and rain silhouettes on cloaked beings, monitoring the storm front, angling pattern towards 2nd cave::

CO Adrel says:
FCO: Aye. Tell him to report anything special and to stay on a safe path. Also, he doesn't have much more time as the storm is beginning to hit hard. I want him back before it's at its worse

CO Adrel says:
::arrives at the cave:: TAC: Secure the area. FCO/OPS and I will wait at the entrance with the major.

CSO Sea says:
@MO: Opinions suggestions?

CO Adrel says:
::enters enough to not be rained on::

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  CSO/MO detect cloaked movement, 150 meters away

FCO Arca says:
~~~CSO: Acknowledge I have relayed your message to the captain. She waits you to report in with anything special. Also the storm is getting bad out you don't have much time~~~

MO Lea says:
@::Thinks a moment:: CSO: We could climb a tree to see further ahead.

CSO Sea says:
@::takes a knee, stops speaking, holds up hand in fist indicating stop movement::

FCO Arca says:
::enters the cave and takes a seat::

CSO Sea says:
@~~~FCO: Orders received, possible contact with cloaked beings, request permission to engage~~~

CO Adrel says:
OPS/FCO: We'll stay here while they secure the cave. I hope they find the others. ::puts her gear down::

MO Lea says:
@::Pauses, and crouches in place, holding her phaser and tricorder carefully::

OPS Pino says:
::Takes cover under the awning of the cave and scans the area visually squinting.::

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  FCO is sitting beside the skeletal remains of the humanoid.

CSO Sea says:
@::surveying area gathering information::

FCO Arca says:
::Feels something under him and get ups and looks:: CO: Captain you better come over here

CSO Sea says:
@::points in direction of cloaked beings to MO::

CO Adrel says:
::walks towards the FCO:: FCO: Ah remains... must be those the Sgt talked about. Sadly, with only one tricorder here, I rather not use it to check what that skeleton is for. I rather keep all its juice in case we need it.

MO Lea says:
@::Tries to listen for any sound through the pattering of the rain through trees::

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  The remains are dressed in tattered clothing, but a familiar pin on the breast of the tunic.  An old style Starfleet pin

CO Adrel says:
FCO/OPS: But nothing prevents us from doing some analysis with our eyes...

CSO Sea says:
@~~~MO: Cloaked beings, please use telepathic communication in the face of the enemy, I am requesting rules of engagement orders~~~

FCO Arca says:
::takes of his pack and puts it down::

FCO Arca says:
::looks more closely at the remains

CSO Sea says:
@~~~FCO: We have encountered Cloaked beings, request engagement clearance or other rules of engagement, Urgent!~~~

MO Lea says:
@::Twitches a little, but nods to the CSO::

FCO Arca says:
CO: Captain the other team has encounter some cloaked lifeforms. CSO is requesting clearance to engage

CSO Sea says:
@::remaining silent::

MO Lea says:
@::Draws a deep, quiet breath:: ~~~CSO: I suggest heavy stun setting until we are certain who we are dealing with.~~~

FCO Arca says:
CO: It sounds extremely urgent

CO Adrel says:
FCO: If he thinks it will lead them to our crew. Tell him to use force or fire if only really necessary.

CSO Sea says:
@~~~MO: Agreed awaiting instructions~~~

OPS Pino says:
CO: The clothing dates to approximately 2215-2230.  He is remarkably well preserved.  ::Gets down on her knees and looks to see if he has any "wounds".::

MO Lea says:
@Self: Rats, rats, rats, rats...I hate combat...

FCO Arca says:
~~~CSO: the captain says if you think the crew is there you may use force only if it is really necessary~~~

CO Adrel says:
OPS: Indeed. And he has an old commbadge. I wonder if it still works ::kneels and takes the commbadge.

CSO Sea says:
~~~FCO: Orders received~~~

FCO Arca says:
~~~CSO/MO: Watch yourselves~~~

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  One of the cloaked beings shimmers as its cloak is dropped momentarily because of the rain, it is a Jem'Hadar soldier.  His cloak comes back up almost immediately

FCO Arca says:
::takes a seat and take his commbadge off::

CSO Sea says:
~~~MO: We are ordered to attempt to discover if they will lead us to the crew, therefore we will follow and attempt to remain undetected~~~

CSO Sea says:
@::waits for cloaked beings to move or shift to change~~~

FCO Arca says:
ALL: Does anyone have something small to so I can open this up

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  The old commbadge still has some power, doesn't work any better than yours

MO Lea says:
@::Feels her heart plummet for a second, then swallows:: ~~~CSO: Did I see Jem'Hadar?~~~

CSO Sea says:
@~~~FCO: Visual contact with what appears to be a Jem Haddar Soldier with a personal cloak~~~

OPS Pino says:
::Tries to determine the species of the corpse.::

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  Suddenly, a phaser bolt streaks towards the CSO and MO, hitting in-between them

FCO Arca says:
~~~CSO: Just one?~~~

CO Adrel says:
ALL: Old commbadge doesn't seem to work. ::gives it to the FCO who seems to be in ENG mode::

MO Lea says:
@::Falls away from the CSO, hitting the soft, mushy, water-logged ground::

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  Inside the cave, noise from deeper inside can be heard

CSO Sea says:
@~~~MO: I see it too, We must assume they are hostile, and we are not on a training exercise, if you feel your life is threatening will fight to the death.................Take cover and return fire!!!!!!!!!!!~~~:: rolls and returns fire moving scatter pattern attempting to light the underbrush with his phaser on fire~~~~

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  More weapons fire comes to the CSO and MO forcing them to take cover.


FCO Arca says:
::Takes the badge from the captain:: CO: They have made visual contact of a Jem Hedar soldier with a personal cloak

CSO Sea says:
@~~~FCO: We have been fired upon and are now engage with the enemy request backup~~~

OPS Pino says:
::Hears something coming from inside the cave.:: CO: Captain, I believe something is occurring in there.:: Stands and assumes a defensive stance.::

FCO Arca says:
CO: I asked if it was just one and I have not yet heard anything...what his coming in now::

MO Lea says:
@::Scrambles to her feet and ducks behind a fallen tree. Gathers herself and pokes up to fire back toward the enemy::

CO Adrel says:
FCO: Aye. Tell them they can engage but I want them to be SAFE. If they can find a way to come back here safely and fast, they must.

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  The CSO takes out a JH soldier.  But more are coming.

FCO Arca says:
CO: The have engaged and request backup

CO Adrel says:
OPS/FCO: shh... you hearing?

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  Noise from inside the cave is getting louder, = closer

MO Lea says:
@::Takes another shot at the enemy and ducks again, anticipating an order to fall back::

CO Adrel says:
FCO: Aye.... but... ::takes her phaser as she sees the major approach the noise and reading his rifle::

FCO Arca says:
::looks down the cave toward the noise::

CSO Sea says:
@:: sets phaser on kill attempts to light underbrush and rocks with superheated phaser beam to cover their retreat with smoke::

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  MO tags a JH

CO Adrel says:
ALL: Take your weapons... ::points at the sound::

CSO Sea says:
@~~~MO: Fall back and try to light fires to cover us with smoke~~~

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  In the cave, two JH soldiers come around the corner, they immediately take position and open fire.

CO Adrel says:
<Major>::fires at the JH::

CO Adrel says:
ALL: Fire!

FCO Arca says:
::grabs his phaser and opens fire::

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  A huge firefight breaks out inside the cave

FCO Arca says:
::lays down and rolls behind the corpse for cover::

CO Adrel says:
::sets her phaser to kill and fires::

CSO Sea says:
@::retreating into forest attempting to light brush fire with superheated phaser to create cover::

MO Lea says:
@~~~CSO: Light fires in a tropic forest soaked by tropical storms?~~~  ::Falls further back::

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  weapons fire explodes all around the FCO

CO Adrel says:
<Major>:: keeps firing and aims for the head and heart::

OPS Pino says:
::Moves to the outside side of the cave on the wall  and fires a kick into the nearest Jem Hadar's groin and reaches to disarm him.::

CSO Sea says:
~~~@ MO: A phaser beam on kill should be enough start something that will burn ~~~

FCO Arca says:
::tries to reach is rifle from his pack:: Self: Figure they aim for me

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  The two JH soldiers in the cave are dispatched

FCO Arca says:
~~~CSO/MO: You are on your own we are under attack as well~~~

CO Adrel says:
<TACs>::aim at the JH::

CSO Sea says:
@~~~MO: Remember a phaser on kill disintegrates matter~~~


MO Lea says:
@::Takes another blind shot toward the direction of the Jem'Hadar::  ~~~FCO: Thanks for the sentiment.~~~

MO Lea says:
@~~~CSO: Got it.~~~ 

CSO Sea says:
@ ~~~FCO: We are withdrawing and laying suppressing fire suggest you withdraw as well~~~

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  MO tags another JH, then bears a whole lot of weapons fire in her direction

OPS Pino says:
::Takes up the Jem Hadar's weapon who is lain sprawled at her feet.::

FCO Arca says:
~~~MO: Lea I'm a little pinned right now~~~
Host Loren says:
ACTION:  The cave goes silent as the JH attackers are dead.

MO Lea says:
@::As she sees the Jem'Hadar fall, suddenly smiles...just before she's full-blast attacked. Falls back under the fire::

CO Adrel says:
ALL: Good job. Now let's grab their weapons and comm devices and head out to help the others

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  CSO's phaser fire ignites some brush, creating a lot of smoke cover

CSO Sea says:
~~~@MO: Lets retreat now under the cover of smoke ~~~

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  The MO is hit, and appears to vaporize.

FCO Arca says:
CO: Captain the Lea and Sea are retreating are heading this way

CSO Sea says:
@::stops firing and moves off::

CSO Sea says:
@::scans for bioresidue::

MO Lea says:
@::Goes up in a puff of smoke::

FCO Arca says:
~~~CSO/MO: Our position is secure was going on at your end?~~~

CO Adrel says:
FCO: Okay.    ALL: We are staying here then.


CSO Sea says:
@::Scans for transporter signature::

OPS Pino says:
::Checks the phaser and equipment she swiped off the Jem Hadar.::

CO Adrel says:
TAC: Go put those corpse elsewhere.

CO Adrel says:
OPS: See if you can find comm devices on them and if we can use them to listen.

CO Adrel says:
FCO: Stay in touch with the CSO/MO until they are here in front of us.

CSO Sea says:
~~~@::retreats under cover of smoke::~~~

FCO Arca says:
::stand up and heads for the caves mouth::

CSO Sea says:
@::collects MO's gear::

FCO Arca says:
CO: Aye sir at least the corpse help me out

OPS Pino says:
::Pops open the phaser rifle and inspects its inner workings looking for anything anormal.::

CSO Sea says:
@::moving off::

Host Loren says:
ACTION:  The CSO is hit and also appears to vaporize

FCO Arca says:
::steps into the rain and looks for any action::

FCO Arca says:
~~~MO/CSO: What is your location?~~~\

CSO Sea says:
@::pouting::

Host Loren says:
      {{{{{PAUSE}}}}}}

